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Air Curtain Refrigerator, High Performance, Stainless
Steel Sliding Door, Left Side Hinge, - ACR10SLSD

Product Images

Description

The Aladdin Temp-Rite high-performance air curtain refrigerators are specially designed for use during tray
assembly, providing convenient access to pre-plated and pre-packaged food products.  Multi-directional air
flow creates a "curtain" of cold air that allows the door to remain open during mealtime tray assembly.
Airflow is directed across the cabinet opening to keep hot air out and cold air in.  This unit is designed to hold
pre-chilled cold food at or below 41o F for 90 minutes with the door open. Standard touchscreen controller
with digital display allows easy visibility of parameters, defrost cycles, and temperature. Connect the air
curtain to your phone via Bluetooth for additional parameter controls and air temperature data exporting. 

Maximize your tray assembly space without sacrificing performance. Our sliding-door refrigerators offer the
same outstanding functionality as our standard models but with a space-saving twist. Our sliding doors glide
on rigid rails, letting you open and close the refrigerators without repositioning, even in the most compact
kitchen spaces.

NEW FEATURES:

Easy-to-read exterior digital temperature display
User-friendly interface and touchscreen controls
Downloadable app connects to the controller via Bluetooth for additional parameter control
Exportable air temperature data for HACCP reporting

STANDARD FEATURES:
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Durable stainless-steel exterior, interior and door
Holds up to 10 standard 18" x 26" sheet pans
Multi-directional air flow technology
Pre-chill cycle extends cold food temperature performance
2-position tray slides with flat and slanted operation positions
Sliding door allows for multiple side-by-side units
Flush recessed side grip handles for easy positioning
Automatic or manual defrost cycles
Automatic condensate evaporator
5" Non-marking casters, four (4) swivel casters, 2 with brakes
Removable panels for easy access cleaning and servicing
Bottom-mounted compressor for stability
7' cord and plug assembly

Additional Information

Promo Text New

Model # ACR10SLSD

Capacity Type Pans

Tray Spacing 4.25" Tray Spacing

System Other

Caster Size 5"

Caster Type Non-Marking

Electrical 120V, Single Phase, 60HZ

Agency Listing ETL, ETL Sanitation

Warranty 1-yr parts, 1-yr labor, 5-yrs compressor (parts only)

Technical Note
The addition of options may change the electrical
requirements and/or equipment dimensions. Please
refer to spec sheet for additional information.

Country of Manufacture United States

Spec Sheet View

GTIN 00849502016450

https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/specSheets/ACR10 Series Air Curtain S230606ACR_12-14-23.pdf
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